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FIR Digital Filter Design Techniques Using
Weighted Chebyshev Approximation
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Abstmef-This p w discusses l3le wious oppror~hesto designing
FIR digital flten using the theory of weighted Chebyaitev a
p
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a
tion. The diffemnt design techniques are explained and canpared on
the basis of their capabilities and limitations. The relntionahips between mte prtpmetas are briefly discussed for the use of low-pas
f
i
l
a Extensions of the theoy to the problems of magnitude and
complex approximation are rlso induded, as are some recent rearlts on
the design of two-dimensiod FIR filters by tnusfomation.

I. INTRODUCTION

H

N THE PAST few years, powerful computer optimization
algorithms have been developed to solve the design problem
for finiteduration impulseresponse (FIR) digital filters.
It is the purpose of this paper to review these techniques in
the light of Chebyshev approximation theory and to describe
some of the extensionsof this theory.
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FIR digital filters possess certain desirable properties which
make them attractive for digital signal processing applications.
Among these are the ability to have exactly linear phase and
the absence of stability problems in nonrecursive realizations.
While long sequences are sometimesnecessary to achieve sharp
can
cutofffilters, use of the fastFouriertransform(FFT)
make the realization of such filters computationally competitive even with sharp cutoff infiniteduration impulse response
(IIR) elliptic filters.
The process of designing and realizing a digital filter to meet
some desired specifications consists of five basic steps.
1) Choose a design technique and convert the desired specifications into a precise mathematical formulation in order to
approximate the ideal filter shape.
2) Solve the approximation problem to determine the filter
coefficients which minimize a performance measure.
3) Chooseaspecific
structurein which thefilter will be
realized and quantize the resulting filter coefficientsto a fixed
word length.
4) Quantize the digital filter variables, i.e., the input, output, and intermediate variable word lengths.
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5 ) Verify by simulation that the resulting design meets given
performance specifications.
The results of step 5) generally lead to revisions in steps l),
2 ) , 3), or 4)in order to meet specifications.
Although it would be desirable to be able to perform steps
2)-4) simultaneously, i.e., to be able to solve the approximationproblemforarbitrarystructures,witharbitraryword
lengths, it is not likely that such a design procedure will be
available in the foreseeable future. Thus for the time being we
must be contentto solve each of these problems independently.
It is quite easy to overlook the importance of step 1) both
in the choice of design methods and in the ways that the desired specificationsareconverted
forinput to the different
design methods. For example, some design algorithms specify
the cutoff frequencies and minimize passband and/or stopband
deviation whereas other algorithms specify the passband and
stopbanddeviationsandobtain
thecutofffrequenciesonly
afterperforming step2). Algorithms of bothtypes willbe
described later in this paper.
This paper willbe devoted exclusively to a discussion of
optimaltechniquesfor
solving theapproximationproblem
of step 2). The word “optimal” will denote weighted
Chebyshev approximation of a desired frequency response by
anFIR digital filter.Thepresentation
will concentrateon
linear phase filters where the design techniques are highly developedbecause the approximation problem is real. We will
also discuss the interrelationships between the various design
parameters for several filter types. Such relationships are helpfulinperforming
step l ) , wherethe designer must specify
parameterssuch as the filter length, cutoff frequencies, and
passband ripple or stopband attenuation. Often these parameters are only implicitin the desired specifications.
Several extensions of the Chebyshev approximationtechniques will also be discussed. These include approximation of
the magnitude response without regard to the phase, and twodimensional approximation. Beforediscussing specific design
methods wereviewvarious
alternativesolutions to theFIR
filter approximation problem.

11. HISTORYOF THE FIR FILTER
APPROXIMATION PROBLEM

One of the eariiest attempts at deriving the coefficients of
an FIR digital filter in order to approximate an ideal desired
frequency response was the method of windowing in which
the desired frequency response is expanded in a Fourier series
and truncated to the desired filter length [ 11-[7]. The resulting filter minimizes the leastsquares error between the desired
responseand the filterresponse.
However, the Chebyshev
error (the maximum absolute value of the error) fromthis approach is rather large, due to the Gibbs phenomenon which
occurs at discontinuities of the desired frequency response.
Instead of simply truncating the infinite Fourier series, the
technique of windowing seeks to reduce the Gibbs phenomenon by multiplying the coefficients of the Fourier series by a
smooth time-limited window. Among the more popular windows are the Kaiser window [2], the Hamming window [ 31,
the hanning window [31, and the DolphChebyshev window
[41-[71. One of the attributes of windowing is that it is an
analyticaltechnique,whereas,most
otherFIR design techniques are iterativein nature.
A secondFIR design technique [8] -[ 141 (the frequency
sampling method) was originally proposed by Gold and Jordan
and [ 101
further developed
Rabiner
by
et al. [ 1 11. The basic

idea behind this method is that one can approximate a specified frequency response by fixing most of its discrete Fourier
transform(DFT)coefficients(thefrequencysamples)and
leaving unspecified those DFT coefficients which lie in transitionbands.
An optimizationalgorithm isused
to choose
values forthe unspecified coefficients so as to minimize a
weighted approximationerror over thefrequency range of
interest. The problem
can be shown to be a linear programming problem with very few independent variables, but a large
number of constraints.
Herrmann [ 161 was the first to develop a method for designing optimal (in a Chebyshev sense) FIR filters.
By assuming
that the frequency response of the optimal low-pass filter was
equiripple inboththe
passband andthestopband,andby
fixing the number of ripples in each band, Herrmann was able
to write down a set of nonlinear equations which completely
described thefilter. He thenproceeded to solve theseequations directly, using an iterative descent method. The length
of filters designed in this mannerwas limited to about 40.
removed the restriction on
Hofstetter et al. [ 191,[20]
lengthin Herrmann’s approachby developingan algorithm
which was “reminiscent of the Remez exchange algorithm” in
order to solve the nonlinear equations. In view of later results,
it is possible to show that the filters of Herrmann and Hofstetter are a restricted subset of optimal min-max filters, the
so-called extraripple or maximal ripple filters. One drawback
of the approach of both Herrmann and Hofstetter et al. is that
it is not possible to specify u priori the locations of the passband and stopband cutoff frequencies.
Parks and McClellan [ 2 1 I formulated the lowpass approximation of the desired response on two disjoint intervals, the
passband andthestopbandwithatransition
band leftunspecified. Necessary andsufficientconditions
forthe best
Chebyshevapproximation were obtainedfromthe
classical
alternation theorem, and the
Remez exchange algorithm was
demonstrated to be an effective tool for the computation of
these optimal filters. Subsequently, this formulation
was extended to include all types of linear phase FIR filters [ 3 1 ].
Rabiner [22], [23] showed that linear programming offered
an alternative method for computing the best Chebyshev a p
proximation.Althoughlinear
programming is very flexible
and can be used to approximatea widevariety of desired
filtershapes, it is comparatively slow and hence, the length
of the filters it can design is limited.
This paper will describe the last four design methods. Each
of thesemethodsyieldsoptimalfiltersandthetheory
of
Chebyshev approximation provides the underlying mathematical explanation of this behavior.In
allcases the filter is
restricted to have linear phase so that the approximation problem will be real. In the next section, the linear phase condition for FIR filters is reviewed and the characteristics of the
various types of FIR filters are derived.
111.

CHARACTERISTICSOF FIR FILTERS
WITH LINEARPHASE

Let { h ( n ) } be a causal finite duration sequence defined over
theintervalOQnGN- 1.
The z transform of { h ( n ) } is
N-l

H(z)=

h ( n ) 2-” = h ( 0 ) + h(1) 2-1

+

*

+h(N-

1) z-(iV-l)

n=o
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hln)

TABLE I

Case 1 -N odd,
response
Symmetric
impulse
Case 2 -N even,

ff

P

N-1
-

0

N- 1
-

0

2

response
Symmetric
impulse

2

Case 3-N odd,

response
Antisymmetric
impulse
Case 4 -N even,

-

N-1

n
-

2

2

N- 1

n
-

-

Antisymmetric
impulse
response

2

hln)

+
,

CASE 2

2

h in1

and the Fourier transform of { h ( n ) } is
N- 1

H(eiw)=

h(n) e-jwn.

ANTISYYYETRICM
IMPULSE
REspaysE

(2)

n=o

We define a linear phase filter as one whose frequency response can be written in theform
H ( e i w ) = ~ ( ~ i ei(P-aw)
w )
(3)

l g c l
k

CASE 3

where G(eiw ) is real valued. Notice that G(eiw),is not the
magnitude of the frequency response,’since G ( e J W )can be
negative. Also, (3) only requires the filter t o have a constant
group delay.
a and P are
It can beshownthattheonlysolutionsfor
a = ( N - 1)/2andP=Oor/3=n/2. WhenP=Otheimpulseresponse is symmetric, i.e., h ( n ) = h(N - 1 - n) n = 0, 1 , . . * ,
N - 1, and when 0 = n/2 the impulse response is antisymmetric,
i.e., h ( n ) = -h(N - 1 - n), n = 0, 1, * * * , N - 1. The classof
linear phase FIR filters can be divided into four cases according to whether N is odd or even and whether 0 = 0 or n/2.
Table I lists these four cases as we will refer to them throughout this paper. It should be noted that when N is even (i.e.,
cases 2 and 4) the filter group delay a = (N - 1)/2 is not an
integer number of samples. Thus for N = 10, a = 4 3 samples
delay. This extra “half sample”delay is of importancein
some applications, but in most cases it has little effect on the
overall
processing.
.
The function G ( e I W ) of (3) may be expressed in terms of
the impulseresponsecoefficients for each of the four cases
of alinear phase filter.Suchformulasare
derived nowfor
later use in describingvarious techniquesfor designing FIR
filters to match prescribed frequency response characteristics.
Case 1: N odd, symmetric impulse response
M
G ( e i W )=

a ( n ) cos (on)

(4 )

n=o

where M = (N - 1)/2, a ( 0 ) = h ( M ) and a ( n ) = 2h(M - n) for
n=1,2,**.,M.
Case 2: N even, symmetric impulse response
M

G(eiW) =

b(n) cos [ o ( n-

3)]

(5)

n= 1

whereM=N/2andb(n)=-2h(M-n)forn=l;..,M.
The terms which are used t o refer to frequency are w and f,with
Throughout this paper the terms w , and f, are used interchangeably.
w = 2nf.

2lr

CASE 4

N OD0

N EVEN

Fig. 1. The four cases o f h e a r phase FIR filters.

Case 3: N odd, antisymmetric impulse response

M

c ( n ) sin (on)

G(eiW) =

(6)

n=l

whereM=(N- 1)/2andc(n)=2h(M-n)forn=l,2,--*,M
and h ( M ) = 0.
Case 4: N even, antisymmetric impulse response
M
G(eiw)=

d ( n ) sin [w(n-

3)]

(7)

n=l

where M = N/2 and d ( n ) = 2h(M - n) for n = 1, * * ,M.
Fig. 1 presents a comprehensive summary
of the results of
this section. Shown in this figure are typical impulse response
sequences h ( n ) , the resultingshiftedsequence (u(n) through
d ( n ) , depending on the case) and typical frequency response
functions G ( e i w ) , for each of the four cases of linear phase
FIR filter.
IV. CHEBYSHEVAPPROXIMATION

The formulation of the linear phase FIR design problem as
a Chebyshev approximation problem provides a set of conditions (the alternation theorem) which completely characterize
the optimal filter. The alternation theorem is the basis of the
Remez exchangealgorithm which is a very efficientmethod
for calculating theoptimalfilter
coefficients.Furthermore,
this characterization has shown that other methods yield a restricted class of optimal filters. In this section
we will show
how the linear phase FIR design problem can be formulated
as aChebyshevapproximationproblemandin
succeeding
sections it will become clear that this formulation is the key
to understanding the various FIR design procedures.
Thelinear phase FIR design problem is an approximation
problem in the sense that one is trying to match some ideal
C ( e i w ) . Foreach of
amplituderesponsewiththefunction
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TABLE I1

TABLE I11

L

Case 1 -N odd,
impulse
Symmetric
response

0

Case 2-N even,
Symmetric
impulse
response

0

Case 3 -N odd,
Antisymmetric impulse
response
Case 4-N even.
Antisymmetric impulse
response

Q(eiw)

G(eiw)

P(e j w )

5

(N- 1 )/ 2
a(n) cos (wn)

case 1

1

n= 0
Nl2

b ( n ) c o s [w(n - 1/21]

case 2

M-1

cos ( w / 2 )

b(n) cos (wn)

n-o

n=1
(N-1)/2

1

u(n) cos ( u t )

n=o

c(n) sin (wn)

Case 3

n=1

sin ( w )
~

n=o

NI2

C d(n) sin [w(n - 1/21]

1

n= 1

the four cases the function G ( e j w ) is a linear comoination error
of approximation E ( e i w ) is,by definition,
of a different set of basis functions. It is convenient to reduce
E(eiW) = W ( e i W [) D ( e i W ) - G ( e i W ) ] .
(1 2)
all cases to a common one with cosine basis functions.
In the Previous Section on linear phase FIR fiiterS, it was By writing G ( e i W )as a product ofP(ejw)and Q ( e i w ) , & e l w )
shown that the frequency response of the four cases of linear can be rewritten as
phase filters could be written in the form
(13)
E(eiw) = W ( e i w ) [ D ( e i W ) - f i e i W ) Q ( e j " ) ] .
H(eiw) =e-jw[(N-1)/21 ei(7/2)L G(eiw).
(8)
Since Q ( e i w ) is a fixed function of frequency, it can be facValues for L and the form for G ( e i w ) are given in Table I1 for tored out
of (1 3), giving
each of the four cases of linear phase.
of theexpresUsingsimple trigonometricidentities,each
E ( e i W )= W ( e iQ
w () e i w )
- P(eiW) . (14)
sions for G ( e i w ) in Table I1 can be written as a product of a
fixed function of o (call this Q ( e J w ) ) ,and a term which is a
Equation (14) is valid ezerywhere ezcept possibly at w = 0
sum ofcosines (call this P ( e i w ) ) . n u s the expressions for
and/or
o = n. Defining W ( e j w ) and D ( e i W )as
G (. e i w.) in Table I1 become 1311 as follows.
@ ( e i W )= W(eiW)
Q(eiW)
(15)
Case I :

I

No change.
Case 2:
M

b(n) cos [ o ( n - 1/2)1 = cos (6.42)

M-1
n=O

n=1

A
D(eiW)
D(eiw)= -

b(n) cos (wn). (9)
functionerror

Case 3:
M

Case 4:

writtenmay be

as

E[ (i je(jewi )u=) @ ( e i w )
M-1

c(n) sin (an)
= sin (a)
n= 1

the

n=o

-~(eiw)].

(17)

Chebyshev
approximation
The
may
problem_ be now
gated as
finding theset of coefficients (a(n), b(n), &I, or 4n)) to
minimize the maximum
absolute
value of E ( e i w ) over
fre- the
quency bands in which the approximation is being performed.
Using
notation
the
II E(eiw)ll to denote this minimum d u e
(i.e., the L,-norm of E ( e i w ) ) , the Chebyshev approximation
problem may be stated mathematically as

Z(n) COS (on). (10)

IIE(eiw)II =
The coefficients &I), Z(n), and Z(n) in ( 9 H 1 1 ) aresimply
related to b(n), c(n), and d ( n ) of Table I1 as shown @ [31].
Table I11 showsasummary
of thefunctions Q ( e J * ) and
P ( e J W )for each of the four cases of linear phase filters.
For Cases 2-4, Q(eiw) is constrained to be zero at either
o = 0 or w = n, or both.
Toformulatetheoptimallinear
phase FIRfilter design
problem as a Chebyshev approximation problem, it is necessary to define D ( e i W ) , the desired (real) frequency response
of the filter, and W ( e i W ) a, weighting function on the approximation error which enables the designer to choose the relative
weighted
size of the error in different frequency bands. The

min
{coefficients}

[max IE(eiW)I]

(18)

w EA

where A represents the disjointunion of all thefrequency
bands of interest.
A well-known property of this class of Chebyshev approximation problems may be used to obtain a characterization of
the solution to (18). This is the so-called alternation theorem
which may be stated as follows [4 11 .
Theorem: If ? ( e J w ) is a linear combinationof r cosine functions (i.e., P ( e J w ) =
a(n) c y (an))
then a necessary
andsufficientcondition
that P ( e J W ) betheunique,best
yeighted Chebyshev approximation to a continuous function
D ( e i W )on A , a compact subset of [0, n],is that the weighted

CLi;=b
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error function E ( e i w ) exhibitat least r + 1 extremalfrequencies in A , i.e., there must exist r + 1 points wi in! such
andsuch that E ( e J w i ) =
that w1 < w 2 < * * * < w , <
- E ( e i w i + l ) , i = 1,2;..,r,andIE(eiwi)I= max IE(eiw)l.
wEA

The preceding alternation theorem is extremely powerful in
that it expresses a necessary and sufficient set of conditions for
obtainingtheoptimal
Chebyshevsolution.
A number of
techniques have been devised for obtaining this optimal solution, depending on the interpretationof this theorem.
It is worth noting that the alternation theorem depends very
strongly on the fact that the basis functions satisfy the Haar
one attempts to do constrainedChecondition [ 411.When
byshev approximationortwo-dimensionalapproximation,it
turns out that the basis functions do not satisfy the Haar condition. Thus, a characterization of the optimal solution in the
form of an alternation theorem is no longerpossible.Before
discussing any specific algorithm for designing optimal filters,
the next section presents an important result on themaximum
number of extrema of a linear phase FIR filter.

limited utility in that the alternation theorem shows that, in
general, filters with the maximum number of extrema in their
error functions are special cases of the theorem, and hence are
only a subset of the larger class of optimal filters. In the following sections a discussion of the various optimal filter design
andfor dealgorithms is given. Bothforhistoricalreasons,
velopment purposes, we describe f i i t t h etwo algorithms which
only are capableof designing optimal filters withthe maximum
possible number of extrema in their error functions. Then a
discussion is given of aRemez type algorithmand finally a
linear programming method for designing any optimal, linear
phase, FIR filter.

V. MAXIMALRIPPLE FIR FILTERS

In the preceding section,.it was shown that the number of
frequenciesatwhich
G ( e I W ) couldattainanextremum
is
strictly a function of the case of linear phase fiter under investigation. At each extremum,
the value of C(e'") is predetermined by a combination of the weighting function W(eiw), the
desired frequency response D ( e J W ) ,and the quantity 6 which
represents the peakerror of approximation. By distributing
Constraint on the Number of Extrema of the Frequency
the frequencies at which G ( e i w ) attained an extremal value
Response of a Linear Phase Filter
amongthe differentfrequencybands
over whicha desired
The alternation theorem states that
for the optimal linear response was being approximated, and by requiring the resultphase FIR filter, the error function has at least r + 1 extrema ing filter to have the maximum number of extremal frequenwhere r is the number of cosine functions being used in the cies, auniqueoptimalfiltercanbeobtained.
Since these
approxirpation. Since for many
cases of intefest the extrema
fiters have the maximum number of alternations, or ripples,
of C ( e J w ) are also the
extrema
of E ( e l W ) , (i.e.., both in their error of approximation curve, they have been called
d W ( e i w ) / d o and d D ( e i w ) / d o will be zero when d G ( e J W ) / d w maximalripple fiters.Forthe
case of lowpass filtersthese
is zero),it is ipportant to knowthe maximumnumber of maximal ripple filters have also been called extraripple fiters
extrema of C ( e l W ) . By adding to this number the number of [21] because onlya single extra ripple above the minimum
extrema of E ( e @ ) which are not extrema of C ( e J W the
) total number required for optimality is present.
maximum number of extrema of E(eiw ) can be found.
Themannerinwhichaset
of nonlinearequations is obBy differentiating C(el") with respect to w , it can be shown tained for describing the maximalripple filter is as follows. At
that N e , the number of extrema of C ( e J W )obeys
,
each of the Ne unknown extremal frequencies, ,!?(elW) attains
the maximum value of *6, and E ( e j W ) ,or equivalently, C ( e i w )
case 1
Ne < (N + 1)/2
has zero derivative. Thus 2 Ne equations of the form
Ne <N / 2
case 2

Ne G (N - 1)/2

case 3

Ne QN/2

case 4.

(19)

Equation(19) onlyconstrains thenumber of extrema of
G(el"). It is ieadily seen that if the approximation problem is
beingsolvedover
aunion of disjointfrequencybands,the
errorfunction can obtainanextremumat
each band edge,
whereas these points will generally not be extrema of G ( e l w )
[21]. The exception t o this rule is when the band edges are at
either w = 0 or w = IT where G ( e I W )will often have an extremum. Thus, for example, the error function for
Case 1 lowpass filter (a two-bandapproximationproblem)
canhave a
maximum of ( N + 5)/2 extrema, i.e., ( N + 1)/2 extrema of
G ( e i w ) and2extraextrema
for the passband and stopband
edges. Theerrorfunctionfora
Case 1bandpassfilter
(a
three-band approximation problem) canhave amaximum of
( N + 9)/2 extrema, i.e., ( N + 1)/2 extrema of C ( e I W ) and 4
extra extrema for the passband and stopband edges.
of extrema of
Foreknowledge of the maximumnumber
E ( e I W ) is important becauseitrelates to the exactways in
which design techniques have been devised to design optimal
fiters. For example, two of the optimal design techniques are
only capable of designing optimal filters with the maximum
possible number of extrema. These design techniques are of

d
-[ c ( e j W ) l
=0,
dw
w'Wi

i=1,2;..,Ne

for i = 1, 2, * , N e are obtained. These equations represent a
set of 2 Ne nonlinear equations in 2 Ne unknowns (Ne impulse
response coefficients, and Ne frequencies at which G ( e i w ) obtains the extremal value). The set of 2 Ne equations may be
solved iteratively using anonlinearoptimizationprocedure
such as the well-known Fletcher-Powell algorithm.
Two facts should be noted about this
procedure. First the
quantity 6 (i.e., the peak error) is a fixed quantity and is not
m i e i z e d bytheoptimization
scheme. Thusthe shape of
C ( e l w ) is postulated a priori, andonly the frequencies at
which G ( e J W )attains the extremal values are unknown. Second, the design procedure has no way of specifying band edges
for the different frequency bands of the fiiter. Thus the optimization algorithm does not work on given frequency bands,
but instead is free to select exactly where the bands will lie.
This lack of control over frequency band edges diminishes the
utility of this and the nextalgorithm to be discussed.
To illustrate a specific set of equations for optimization we
consider the design of a case 1 low-pass fiter with N = 15, a
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Fig. 2. The frequency response of a maximal ripple low-passfiter.

peak ripple of 6 = a2 ,a weighting function defined as
W ( e j w )=

{

6 16 1,
1,

w inthe passband
w in
the

stopband

f

and a desired response of
0

D(eiw) =

I

1,

w in the passband

0,

w in thestopband.

0.5

Fig. 3. Polynomialinterpolationiterative
solution for maximal ripple
low-pass filter.

Fig. 2 illustrates G(eiw) for this example. The extremal fre,
os,0 6 , and
quencies are the set w = 0, wl, w 2 , w 3 wq,
w7 = n. At w = 0 and w = n, G ( e j w ) has zero derivative,
independent of the impulse response coefficients for a case 1
design. For this example, the Ne = 8 extremal frequencies are
divided so that N p = 3 occur in the passband, and N , = 5 occur
in the stopband. Thus for this set of conditions, the following
equations are obtained:

Polynomial Interpolation Solutionfor Maximal Ripple
FIR Filters
Asecond, more efficient, method has beenproposed for
designing maximal ripple filters. This algorithm is basically an
iterative technique for producing a polynomial (G(eiw)) that
has extrema of desired values. The algorithm begins by making
an F t i a l estimate of the frequencies at which the extrema in
G ( e J w ) will occur,and then uses the well-known Lagrange
Derivative Constraints
Function Constraints
interpolation formula to obtain a polynomial that alternatingly
G(eio) = 1 + a 1
goes throughthe maximum allowable ripple values at these
frequencies. It has been experimentally found that the initial
guess of extremal frequencies does not affect the ultimate con- G(eiw )
G(e'"') = 1 - 6,
dw
vergence of the algorithm, but instead affects the number of
iterations required to achieve the desired result.
d
- G(eiw)
=O
Rather than consider the general fiiter design problem, it is
G ( e i W 2 )= 1 + S1
do
w=w2
instructive to consider the design of a case 1 low-pass filter as
an example of how the algorithm works. Fig. 3shows the
d
=O
- G(eiW)
G ( e i w 3 )= -62
frequency response of a low-pass filterwith 'N = 11,peak
dw
w=w3
ripple 6 = a2, weighting function W ( e i w ) , and desired fred
quency response D ( e I W ) ,as defined in the preceding section.
=O
G(eiw)
The
number of extremal frequencies Ne is 6 for this example,
dw
w=w4
and they are divided into N p = 3 passband extrema, and N , = 3
d
stopband extrema. The filled dots along the frequency axis of
=O
G(eiw)
Fig..3 show the initial guess as to the extremal frequencies of
dw
w=ws
G(eIW). The solid line shows the initial Lagrange polynomial
d
obtainedby
choosing polynomialcoefficients
so thatthe
G(eiw)
= 0.
G(eiw6 ) = +S2
dw
values of the polynomial at the guessed set of frequencies are
w=ws
identical to the assigned extreme values. As seen in Fig. 3, the
G(ei") = - 6 2 .
polynomial associated with the initial guess does not have
Once this set of equations has been solved for the unknown extrema that achieve the maximum allowable errors, but rather
frequencies and the impulse-response coefficients, the passband it has extrema that exceed these values. The next stage of the
and stopband edga may be solved. for by searching for the algorithm is to locate the frequencies at which the extrema of
G ( e J w ) exactly equals 1 SI the first Lagrange interpolation occur. These frequencies are
frequency
beyond
where
(passband edge), and the frequency before 03 where G ( e J W ) used as anupdated improved guess of the frequencies for
which the extrema of the filter response will achieve the deexactly equals +S2 (stopband edge).
The preceding optimization procedure has been used by sired ripple values. This second set of frequencies is indicated
by theopendotsin
Fig. 3. The algorithm uses these new
Herrmann [ 161 to design low-pass and bandpass filtersfor
values of N up to about 61. The next section discusses an- frequencies to construct another Lagrange polynomial (shown
other technique for designing maximal ripplefilters where by the dotted line in Fig. 3) that achieves the desired values at
these frequencies. At this pointthe iterative nature of the
much larger filters can be designed efficiently.
-,
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Fig. 4. The frequency response ofa maximal ripple bandpass filter.

algorithm has emerged. By locating the extrema of the new
polynomial, another iteration of the algorithm is begun. This
algorithm is quite similar to the well-known Remez multiple
exchange algorithm of Chebyshev approximation theory.
Two typical maximal ripplefilters designed byHofstetter
e t a l . [ 191, [201 usingthisalgorithm are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 .
Figure 4 shows the log magnitude response of a case 1 bandpass
fiiter with N = 41, (i.e., Ne = 21) with 6 extrema of G ( e I W )in
each stopband, and 9 extrema in the passband. The peak ripple
in the stopbands is 6 2 = 0.00001 (or - 100 dB), whereas the
peak ripple in the passband is 0.005. Fig. 5 shows the log
magnitude response. of a case 1 low-pass filter with N = 251

I::

cos 200

As shown earlier, the optimal linear phase FIR filter design
problem is a Chebyshev approximation problem where the approximating function P ( e i w ) in (17) is a sum of r independent
cosine functions. The alternation theorem gave a set of necessary. and sufficient conditions on the weighted error function
,??(eJW) (see (17)) such that the solution was the unique best
approximation to the desired frequency response &eJW). The
Remez exchange algorithm isan algorithm which solves the
Chebyshev approximationproblem by searching for the extremal frequencies of the best approximation. This is accomplished as follows. At the beginning of each iteration one has
a set of r + 1 extremal frequencies ( f d k ) . Equation (20) gives
the set of equations which must be solved for the generalized
polynomialapproximating function P ( e J W ) whose weighted
error function has magnitude 6 with alternating signs on the
set { W k )
k
Q(e'wk)[8(e'wk) - p(eiwk)l = (- 1) 6, k = 0, I , * * ,r (20)

-

where P(eiw ) is of the form
'-1

a ( n ) cos (on).

P ( e i W )=
n=O

Equation (20) can be rewritten in matrix form asshown in
(2 1). n e invertibility of this matrix is guaranteed by the Haar
condition on thebasis functions.

~

* * *

cos [ ( r - 1) o O ]

a ( r - 1)

1 coso,
andwith
33 extrema of G ( e J W ) in the passband and 94 Since direct solution of (21) is both difficult, and slow, it is
extrema in the stopband. The peak ripple in the passband is more efficient t o calculate S analytically as
S = 0.01 and the peak ripple in the stopband is 6 2 = 0.00004
aoB(eiw0) + a B(ejW1) + . * * + a,B(eiwr)
(or -88 dB).
6=
Although this improved algorithm has essentially eliminated
ao/fS(e'wo) - a l / f S ( e i w l )+ * * + (- 1)'a,/fS(eiw') (22)
the difficulty of designing fiiters with large values of N , the
inherent problem stiu remains that the fiiterband edge fre- where
quencies cannot be specified a priori, i.e., they must be calculated from the final solution. Furthermore, both techniques
are only capable of designing maximal ripple filters, which, as
discussed earlier, are a subclass of the class of optimal fiiters.
i# k
In the next sections design techniques are presented which are
capable of designing any optimal filter.
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INTERPOLATE THRU r
POINTS TO OBTAIN p ( e j u )

i
L

EXTREMA

CALCULATE ERROR E ( e j w )
AND FIND LOCAL MAXIMA
WHERE IE(eiw)lL S

EXTREMA

The filter impulse response is obtained by evaluating P(&)
at N equally spaced frequencies and using the DFT t o get the
sequence ( a ( n ) } ,from which the impulse response coefficients
may be derived. Depending on which case linear phase filter is
h(n)
derived, a unique formula can be written for obtaining
from a(n).
A general purpose computer programhas beenwritten to
implementthisalgorithmand
has found widespreaduse in
filter design applications [ 341.
VII.

LINEARPROGRAMMING DESIGNOF OPTIMAL
FIR FILTERS

The optimal linear phase FIR fiiter is the one for which the
maximumerror E ( e i w ) is minimized over all a. Letting 6
represent the maximum error, a set of linear inequalities can be
written t o describe this minimax problem, i.e.,

-6 Q @(ejwi) [&eiwi) - P(eiWi)]Q 6 ,

Oi E F

(28)

CHECK WHETHER THE

UNCHANGED

where F is a dense grid of frequencies in the bands over which
the approximation is being made. Equation ( 2 8 ) can formally
be written as a linear program,
Le.,

BEST APPROXIMATION

Fig. 6. Flow chart of the Remez exchange algorithm.

m =O

After calculating 6, the Lagrange interpolation formula in the
barycentric form2 is used t o interpolate P ( e l W )on ther points
uo,ul,
*
* ,
tothe values

minimize 6.
Linearprogrammingtechniques
can be used to solve the
preceding set of equations [221, [ 231. However, since linear
programming is basically a single exchange method, it is significantly slower than the Remez method, and hence is avoided
however, it will
for this class of problems. In a later section,
be shown how when time response constraints are added
to the
design problem, linear programmingis perhaps the only simple
method of solving the problem.
V I I I . CHARACTERISTICS OF OmIMAL CASE 1
LOW-PASS FILTERS

where

if k

Note that P(eiw) will also interpolate to D(ejWr)- [(- 1)'s I
@(eJwr)]since i.t satisfies ( 2 0 ) . The next step in the process is
to evaluate ,!?(elW) on adenseset of the frequency axis. If
IE(eiw)l Q 6 for all frequencies inthe dense set,thenthe
optimal approximation has been found.
If 1 E(eiw)l > 6 for
some frequencies in the dense set, then a new set of r + 1 frequencies must be chosen
as candidates for the extremal frequencies. The new points are chosen as the peaks of the resulting error curve, thereby forcing
6 to increase and ultimately
converge to its upper bound which correspondsto thesolution
to the problem. In the event that there are more than r + 1
r + 1 frequencies at
extrema in !(eiw) at any iteration, the
which IE(el") 1 is largest areretainedas the guessed set of
extremal frequencies for the next iteration. Fig. 6 summarizes
the exchange algorithm in a blockdiagram form.

For a low-pass filter the optimal design problem consists of
specifying the filter length N , the passband cutoff frequency
F p , thestopbandcutofffrequency
F,, and the rippleratio
K = 61/62 which describes the desiredweighting function
w(ejw ) as

where 6 is the passband ripple, and 62 is the stopband ripple.
Fig. 7 shows the frequency response of a Case 1 low-pass filter.
The auxiliary parameter Lv; is defined as

A F = F s - Fp

(30)

and serves as a measure of the width of the transition band of
the fiiter.
It was shown earlier that the error curve for the optimallowpass filtercould have either r + 1 or r + 2 extremawhere
r = (N + 1)/2 for case 1, and r = N / 2 for case 2 . It is important
to understand the nature of the optimum lowpass filter to see
under what conditions the number
of ripple extrema attains
S
'ee R.W.Hamming, Numerical Methods forScienlistsand Engineers,
1st ed. New York: McGmw-Hill, for a discussion of the barycentric the maximum value. It has been found experimentally that a
form.
informative and
straightforward
reasonably
way of summariz-
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ing the behavior of the optimum filter is to plot the transition
width of the fiiter ( A F )versus passband cutoff frequency F p ,
for fixed values of N , 6 1 , and a2. Fig. 8 shows such a plot for
c a s e l d a t a f o r N = l l , 6 i = 6 2 =0.1. Asseeninthisfigurethe
curve of AF versus F p has an oscillatory behavior, alternating
betweensharpminima,andflat-topped
maxima. The local
minima of the curves (labelled ER 1 to ERS) have been found
to be the maximal ripple (extraripple) fiiters for the particular
choice of N , 6 1 , and S 2 . (Recall that extraripple fiiters have
(N + 5)/2equalamplitudeextremain
theirerror
curves.)
There are exactly ( N - 1)/2 of these extraripple filters. In between the extraripple solutions, it has been found that there
are two types of optimum Titers-scaled extraripple filters and
equiripple filters with exactly ( N + 3)/2 equal amplitude extrema in their errorcurves.
The scaled extraripple filters (shown in Fig. 8 by the heavy
lines on the curve) have the property that their error curves

have (N + 3)/2 equal amplitude extrema,as well as one smaller
amplitude extremum which is either at f = 0 o r f = 0.5. These
filters can be derived from their neighboring extraripple filter
by a simple scaling procedure 125I, [261.
The optimum filters between scaled extraripple solutions
have exactly ( N + 3)/2 equal amplitude extrema in their error
curves. No simple linear scaling procedure has been found to
account for their presence.
However, an extraripple fiiter of length N - 2 has ( N + 3)/2
equal amplitude extrema in its error curves and thus it is an
optimal length N filter (withthe highest order coefficient
zero). This point is evident in Fig. 9 which shows the curves of
transition width versus passband cutoff frequency for N = 9 and
11, with 6 1 ' 6 2 =0.1 as well as f o r N = 19 and21 with61 =
0.001and
= 0.0001. The curves touch at the local minima
of the N = 9 curve at the top and at the local minima of the
N = 19 curve at the bottom.
Fig. 10 presents a summary of the types of optimal filters
which may be obtained byvarying the filter cutoff frequencies.
The first filter shown is an extraripple solution with N = 25,
6 1 = 6 2 = 0.05. Below itare two different scaled solutions
where the frequency response is 0 at f = 0.5 for the first filter
and then 0.03 at f = 0.5 for the second case. The last filter in
the first column represents the maximum possible scaling, i.e.,
the frequency response is 0.05 at f = 0.5 with ( N + 3)/2 equal
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wide-band, or very narrow-band designs, they are not generally
of much interest,exceptforthe
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amplitude extrema in the error curve. In the second column,
the first filter is a point approximately midway between extraripple solutions. The next two filtersrepresent scaled extraripple solutions where the error at f = 0 is not of the same
value as the other error extrema. For the first of these filters
the error is about -0.005 at f = 0, whereas for the second it is
about 0.01 5 at f = 0. The last filter in the second column
corresponds to the nextextraripple solution.

Ix.RELATIONS BETWEENOPTIMAL LOW-PASS
FILTER PARAMETERS
Agreatdeal
has been learned aboutthe relationships between the parameters of optimal low-pass filters. In this section we summarize some of the key results.
A . Chebyshev Solutions [27]
An analytical solution to the optimal filter design problem
exists for the case of extraripple designs with either one passband, or one stopband ripple. Since these cases are either very

8 . Symmetry Relations [27]
A symmetry exists in the design parameters in the following
optimal lowsense. If H ( e i w ) is the frequency response of
pass filterwithparameters
N, F p , F,, S 1, and S2, then
G ( e j w ) = 1 - H(ei **)) is the frequency response of another
optimal low-pass filter with parameters N, FL = 0.5 - F,, Fi =
0.5 - F p , S’, = S 2 , Si = S1. This symmetry explains the behavior of the curve of AF versus Fp of Fig. 8 since, in this case,
S1 = S 2 ; therefore, any filter with parameter Fp has a symmetrical partner with parameter 0.5 - F,.
C. Case 2 Low-Pass Filters-N Even 1291
An interesting design relation exists when comparing case 1
and case 2 low-pass filters. Fig. 11 shows a plot of AF versus
Fp f o r S 1 = S 2 = 0 . 1 a n d N = 9 , 1 0 , a n d l l . N o t i c e t h a t f o r
certain values of F p , the transition width is smaller for N = 10
designs than for N = 9; whereas for other values of F p , the
transition width is smaller for N = 9 designs than for N = 10.
Thus monotonicity of transition width as a function of N is
not preserved across both even andodd values but instead
holds only for comparing either N odd designs, or N even
designs.
D. Design Formulas [27], [30]
Although exact analytical relations do not exist between the
5 low-pass filterparameters,aset
of approximate relations
can be given which is valid to within some reasonable bounds.
Kaiser has proposed the particularly simple formula

for predicting the filter length N from the ripple specifications
and the band edge frequencies. Asomewhat more accurate
formula due to Herrmann et al. [ 271 is
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x.

EXAMPLESO F OPTIMAL FILTERS
Fig. 12 illustratessometypical optimal filterswhich have
D, = [0.005309 (log10 6 1)' + 0.071 14 (loglo 6 1 )
been designed using the iterative approximationmethod of
Section VI, and the program implementation of McClellan et
- 0.47611 loglo 6 2 - [0.00266 (loglo 6 1)'
al. These examples are meant to illustrate the power of the
+ 0.5941 loglo 61 + 0.42781
(33) design method in approximating a wide range of filter types.
Fig. 12(a) shows an N = 25 low-pass filter; Fig. 12(b) shows an
and
N = 32 bandpass filter with equal sidelobe levels; Fig. 12(c)
f(61,62) = 11.012 + 0.51244 (loglo 61 - loglo 62). (34) shows an N = 50 bandpass filter with unequal sidelobe levels;
Fig. 12(d) shows an N = 31 bandstop filter; Fig. 12(e) shows
Such design formulas have proved exceedingly useful for an N = 5 5 multiband fiter with 3 stopbands and 2 passbands;
Fig. 12(f) shows an N = 32 equiripple relative error differentiagetting a good estimate of the required fiter length.

where
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tor; Fig. 12(g) shows an N = 20 Hilbert transformer; and Fig.
12(h) shows an N = 128 bandpass filter with arbitrary weighting near the edges of the stopbands.

x.DESIGNOF FILTERSWITH TIMEAND
FREQUENCY DOMAIN CONSTRAINTS

We have discussed the design of digital filters which approximate characteristics of a specified frequency response only.
Quite often one would like to impose simultaneous restrictions
on both the time and frequency response of the filter. For example, in the design of lowpass filters, one would often like to
limit the step response overshoot or ripple; at the same time
maintainingsome reasonable control over the frequency response of the filter. Since the step response is a linear function of the impulse response coefficients, a linear program is
capable of setting up constraints of the type discussed above.
By way of example, we consider the designof a case 1 lowpass filter with the following specifications.
Passband:

I

- s1 < H * ( e i w ) Q

1 +61.

(35)

Stopband:
-62

Step
Response:

<H*(eiw)

Q62.

(36)

.
-63

G d n )< a 3

(37)

where g(n) is the step response of the filter, and is d e f i e d as
n

g(n) =

h(4.
m=O

(38)

Fig. 13. The procedure forobtaining the optimal magnitude low-pass
filter from an optimal linear phase design.

Clearly g(n) is a linear combination of the impulse response
coefficients; hence (33)-(35) can be solved using linear pro09
gramming techniques on the deltas. For example, one could
fix any one or two of the parameters 61, 62, or 6 3 and minimize the other(s). Alternatively one could set 6 1 = a16,
OB
2
s2 = a26, and 6 = a36 where al , a2, and a3 are constants,
and simultaneously minimize all three parameters by minimiz07
ing 6 .
Another application is in the design of interpolation filters
%)
.60
-40
-20
[ 281 where some of the impulse response coefficients must be
20
O
l
g
,
,
(
m
)
constrained to be zero. In this case the Alternation Theorem
no longer applies because the basis functions of the approxi- Fig. 14. Ratio of N', the length of the optimum magnitude fdter, to N,
the length of the optimum linear phase fdter, with identical low-pass
mation do not satisfy the Haar condition.Thus, the Remez
parameters.
exchange algorithm cannot be used to calculate the best approximation. But since linear programming does not depend type of filter under consideration as will be described in this
on the Haar condition for its convergence, it can and has been section.
applied to this problem.
First, let us define what we mean by an optimum magnitude
approximation. For a given desired magnitude D ( e l W ) and
XI.FILTERSWITH OITIMUMMAGNITUDE
weight function W e ] " ) , the optimum m a g n i ~ d eapproximaAND MINIMUMPHASE
tion is the fiterwhich minimizes
There may be applications where the linear phase charactermax w ( e i w ) ID(eiw) - IH(eiW)II
istic may not be necessary and one is only interested in the
WES1
shortest possible filter length for a given magnitude response.
where S2 is the union of the. frequency bands of interest.
In such cases a natural question is: how much can the fiter
For the case where D ( e j W ) is piecewise constant over the
length be reduced for a given Fp,F,, 6 1, and 6 2 by dropping
the requirement for linear phase? Since half of the filter coef- frequency bands of interest (e.g., a low-pass or bandpass filficients are constrained by the symmetry required for linear ter), a procedure suggested by Herrmann and Schussler [ 171
phase as shown in Fig. 1, one might at first guess that by d r o p will yield the optimum magnitudefilter. Briefly, this proceas follows forthe lowpass case. A weighted
ping the linear phase requirement the required filter length dureworks
might be cut in half. This is generally not the case. In fact the Chebyshev approximation problem is solved for a linear combination of N cosines by using the Remez algorithm described
length reduction t o be expecteddepends very much on the
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responses for a narrow-band and a wide-band optimum
magnitude filter.

very wide band filearlier to design a length 2N- 1linear phase filter (see Fig. delay characteristic deteriorates until for
13(a)). The response G ( e i W ) is then scaled (by adhdition of the ters the group delay is reminiscent of that for an elliptic filter
with a sharp peak near the band edge. To illustrate this point,
constant S to the frequency response) to give a G ( e J Wwhich
)
of themagnitudeandgroupdelay
is positive with double zeros in the stopband as shown in Fig. Fig. 15showsexamples
13(b). The resulting order 2N- 2 mirror image polynomial is response for a narrow-band and a wide-band low-pass fiiter.
While this section has focused on low-pass filters for simfactored retaining one each of the double zeros on the unit
circle and all zeros inside the unit circle. Finally, the filter is plicity, the procedure for designing optimum magnitude filters
scaled so that in the passband the fiiter response approximates can also be applied to the generalbandpassfilter case with
one as shown in Fig. 13(c). The resulting length N filter is the several pass and stop bands. The improvement to be expected
by droppingthelinear
phase requirement is very small for
is also aminimum
optimummagnitudeapproximationand
filters with narrow passbands but much larger for filters with
phase transfer function [ 171.
To see how much the filter length can be reduced from the narrow stopbands.
A further generalization of the design of linear phase filters
linear phase design, while retaining the same magnitude characteristics, the design formula (30) can be used to calculate would allow the simultaneous approximation of both magnid / N , the ratio of lengths for optimum squared magnitude andtude and phase. Such filters could fiind applications as phase
equalizers. However, af this time extensions of the Chebyshev
linear phase filters.
Fig. 14 shows how this calculated improvement depends on theory to this case have metwithlittle
success [351. One
theotherfiterparameters.
Since (30) does notapply to promising algorithmwhich has been used for the design of
either very narrow or very wide-band fiiters, a separate analysis filterswithbothmagnitude
and phase specifications is the
is required. In fact it can be shown that for very narrow-band Lawson algarithm [#I..
fiiters where all zeros are on the unit circle of the z plane the
&HI. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL FIR
optimum squared magnitude fiiter is a linear phase filter and
APPROXIMATION PROBLEM
N'/N = 1. For the other extreme of very wide-band filters one
should expect N'IN = 112.
The approximation problem for two-dimensional FIR digital
Theactualrealization of these optimum magnitude fiiters
filters is a much more difficult problem than the correspondwill be less efficient (in termsof the number of multiplications ing one-dimensional design problem.
Some
of the
onepersample in a direct form realization) than a linear
phase dimensionalfilter design techniques have beenextended to
filter with similar performance. This is due to the fact that the two dimensions [371, [381, but for other techniques such a
symmetry of the linear phase impulse response will allow a 2 generalizationappearsunlikely.Inparticular,theiterative
to 1 reduction in the number of multiplies and this will offset design methods based on the .Remez exchange algorithm have
the 10- or20-percentreductioninlength
of theoptimum
not been extended to the two-dimensional case, and so at this
magnitude filters. In cases where one is interested in minimiz- time there is no efficient procedure available in two dimening the required number of delays, optimum magnitude filters sions fordesigning optimal Chebyshev filters.3
become more attractive.
There are two reasons why the optimal algorithm based on
The phase characteristics of the optimum magnitude filters
be extended to two dimenthealternationtheoremcannot
also depend very much on the filter bandwidth. As the bandwidth is increased from the very nanow-band optimum magni'Recently, work on exchange algorithm in two dimensions has been
tude filter with linear phase (constant group delay), the group carried out by Kamp and Thiran [ 4 1 ] , and Hersey and Mersereau [42].
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sions. First, it is impossible for any set of functions defined
on a twodimensional domain to satisfy the Haar condition.
Thus, thealternation
theorem applies in a weaker form.
Secondly,there
is no possibility of ordering the extremal
frequencies as in the one-dimensional case, where increasing
ordering guarantees that the error changes sign from one point
t o the next. Even if the method could be extended, the size of
the problem is a handicap. For example, the design of an
optimum 3 1 X 3 1 FIR linear phase filter involves optimization
over 16 X 16 = 256 parameters.
Since linear programming does not depend on the Haar condition, it can be applied to the two-dimensional approximation
problem. While convergence of the linear program is guaranteed, the size of the problem (proportional t o N 2 ) and the inefficiency of the linear programming techniquehaslimited
this technique t o the design of low-order fiters, e.g., 9 X 9 is
the largest reported in Hu and Rabiner [ 381 .
The suboptimaltechniques
of windowing and frequency
sampling have also been extended to two dimensions and are
capable of designing higher order filters.
In view of the computational difficulties of linear programming and the lack of theory for an exchange algorithm, twodimensional approximation techniques have concentrated on
suboptimaltechniques.Included
in the class of suboptimal
methods are the windowing technique, the frequency sampling
technique and an approach based on transformations of o n e
dimensional fiiters. This transformation technique in some
cases may yield an optimal filter.Inthissection
we outline
the basic idea for the transformationmethod of design.
A two-dimensional digital filter with impulse response mal has
trix ( h ( k , p ) ) , k = O , l , . . . , N l - l ; p = O , l ; * * , N 2 a frequency response defined by the two-dimensional Fourier
transform

(39)
If the impulse response is constrained t o be symmetric,

0.5

'48.

0

0.2

0.1

0.3

f 5

0.4

Ff

Fig. 16. Contours of the mapping in frequencyfrom

one to two

dimensions.

where M = (N-1)/2, b ( 0 ) = hQ, and b(n) = 2h(M- n), n =
1,2, * * ,M. The magnitude ofthe frequency response is
IG(eiw)l.

If the change of variables
COS o =

A COS

~1

+ B COS

02

+ C COS 01

COS ~2

+D

(44)

is made in G(eiW) then a function of the form &eiw,, eiwa)
results. Thus the onedimension9 response G(eiw) is mapped
to a two-dimensional response H(eiW1, eiw'). Given a f i e d
value of w E [0, nl there corresponds a curve in the (01, wz)
plane, and along this curve the transformed two-dimensional
frequency response is a constant equal to the value of the onei s, a family of
dimensional frequency response at w. As w vare
contours is generated which completely describes the transformed two-dimensional frequency response. For the choice
of parameters A = B = C = -D =
the contours are shown in
Fig. 16. Thus a low-pass filter will be mapped by this particular change of variables to a low-pass circularly symmetric twodimensional filter.
An important feature of this new method is that it is not
limited to the design of small filters. With a larger filter it is
possible t o obtain smaller deviations and/or a sharper cutoff.
Fig. 17 shows the magnitude of the frequency response for a
31 X 3 1 circularly symmetric lowpass filter with a transition
region of width 0.1 On. The design time for this fiiter was a p
proximately 5 s on an IBM 370/155 computer.
In addition, it can be shown that the filter of Fig. 17 is an
optimal filter, if one is willing to accept the approximately
circular contours shown inFig. 16.
The possibilities for new desigu algorithms for twodimensional filters are still wide open but for thepresent, suboptimal techniques are the only ways to get large filters.

3,

h(N1- m - l , p ) = h ( m , p ) , m = 0 , l , * * . , n l

=(N1 - 1)/2

h(k,N2- m - 1 ) = h ( k , m ) ,m = 0 , 1 , . * - , n 2

=(Nz-1)/2
(40)

then the frequency response can be rewritten as

where

S$ce exp [-j(nlw1 + n 2 w z ) l has magnitude one, l&eiwl,
elw,)I is the magnitude of the frequency response. The folding frequency along each axis is n, so the magnitude response

is completely specified on thesquare (0,n] X [0, n] .
Recall the type-1 onedimensional fiter where G(etw) can
be written in the form

(43 )

XIV. SUMMARY
The mathematical theory of Chebyshev approximation has
been used as the unifying theme in the presentation of recent
design algorithms for FIR digital filters. Special emphasis was
placed on the linear phase design problem where the methods
are highly developed due to the directapplicability of the
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realizations of digital filters designed by frequency sampling techniques,” ZEEE TmnsAudioElectroacoust.,
vol. AU-19,pp.
200-207, Sept. 1971.
I141 -, “Correction to ‘Recursive and nonrecursiverealizationof
”
digitalfiltersdesigned
byfrequencysamplingtechniques,’
ZEEE TmnsAudioElectroacoust.
(Corresp.),vol.AU-20,pp.
104-105, Mar. 1972.

Optimal Filters

Fig. 17. Frequency response of a 31

X 31 low-pass filter.

Chebyshev theory. In the more general cases of magnitude
approximation and twodimensionalapproximation,it
was
shown that special techniques can be used to obtain optimal
low-pass or bandpass filters.
Within the realm of Chebyshev approximation of FIR digital
filters several research problemsremain.
These include the
simultaneous approximation of magnitude and phase, general
two-dimensional approximation, and the optimization of the
filter response underthe
constraint of finite wordlength
coefficients.
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Two-Dimensional Digital Filtering

sonararrays, to namejustafew.The
discussions in this
paper, while applicable to any of theseproblems, will not
be specifically directed toward any one of them.
1-D LSI systems represent a special case of two and higher
dimensional systems. Therefore, many 2-0 concepts will look
vaguely familiar.Forthisreason,those
2-0 resultswhich
are straightfonvard extensions of 1-D results will be presented
withoutextensive discussions. On theotherhand,thereare
I. INTRODUCTION
manyproperties of 1-D LSI systemswhichcannotbe
easily
UROBJECTIVE in this paper is to review the mathegeneralized, which is why 2-D digital signal processing remains
matical framework underlyingthe two-dimensional (2-0)
a challenging and interesting field of study. These difficulties
digitalfilteringproblem and to explore available techare almost always related to the fact that there
is no fundaniques for the design and implementation of 2-0 linear shiftmental theorem of algebra for polynomials in two independent
invariant (LSI) digital filters. In the course of this discussion,
variables [ 4 ] . Thereader will recall that it is thistheorem
the
many
similarities to and
differences
from
the one- .which allows
us to factor a 1-D polynomial of degree n into
dimensional (1-D) digital filteringproblem
will hopefully aproduct of n polynomialfactors of firstdegree, thereby
becomeapparent.Restrictingourattention
to studying LSI allowing us to find theroots of polynomials, to check the
systems allows us to use the powerful techniques of Fourier
stability of afilter by finding the locations of the poles of
analysis which have proved their value in numerous problems
itssystem function, and to realize digital filters as cascade
of practical interest in both 1 and 2 dimensions.
or parallel structures [ 5 ] .
Other papers inthisspecial
issue [ 11 4 3 1 have touched
Because there are manyoperationswhicharemore
easily
upon the need for 2-D digital filters within the larger context performed using 1-D mathematics,it is perhapsworthwhile
of 2-0 digital signal processing. Suchfiltersarecentral
t o to use 1-D filters to perform 2-D tasks. Interestinglythis
many image and array processing applications-such as X-ray canbe done, and some techniques will be presented later in
enhancement, image deblurring, scene analysis, weatherprethispaper.
While theultimate value of suchanapproach
dictions, seismic analysis, and the processing of radarand
remains to be established, it is theauthors’ belief that this
approach
will prove to be quite useful both conceptually as
__
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well as in practice.Inasmuch as thismaterial is fairlynew,
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02
issues of stabilization
stability
the
testing
and
of unstable
AQtmct-The problems of d e i p i q md implementing L S I systems
for the proceming of 2 9 digital data, such as images or geophone mays,
are reviewed md discussed. This discussion encomprssesboth FIR and
IIR digital fdters md with respect to the latter, the issues of stability
&sting and fdter stabilization are also considered. Techniquesare also
presented whereby wch fdtering can be accomplished using either 1 or
2-DLSI systems.

